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Go to this page and read the information behind every link under the “Learn About the Budget” 

index. 

 

https://www.nashville.gov/Finance/Management-and-Budget/Citizens-Guide-to-the-

Budget/Learn-About-the-Budget.aspx 

 

Watch and listen to the following mayor’s budget hearing carefully. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DTGYJqYVkMI&t=0s&list=PLw8Yh4xGhJjlfimsbRy4w5q

1jcCxRoTyc&index=27 

 

 

 

 

This video is only about 11 minutes in length. 

 

Answer each of the following questions. Your response to each part should be at least one 

substantial, well-written paragraph per question, except for the three multiple-choice 

questions. Your answer to Question 10 may be given more weight in grading, because it is 

an especially important question and has multiple parts. Put your name on your work and 

submit it to the correct box in GeorgiaView by the due date. 

 

1. What is the mayor signaling about “how high the sky is” in the first minute of the 

hearing? 

 

2. What is the general tone of the hearing? Is the tone adversarial? What may the mayor be 

trying to do in his opening remarks regarding the tone of the hearing? 

 

3. What is the mayor signaling about the current economic climate as it relates to the 

budgeting process? Is he encouraging departments and offices of the local government to make 

bold requests or to make only modest requests under present circumstances? 

 

https://www.nashville.gov/Finance/Management-and-Budget/Citizens-Guide-to-the-Budget/Learn-About-the-Budget.aspx
https://www.nashville.gov/Finance/Management-and-Budget/Citizens-Guide-to-the-Budget/Learn-About-the-Budget.aspx
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DTGYJqYVkMI&t=0s&list=PLw8Yh4xGhJjlfimsbRy4w5q1jcCxRoTyc&index=27
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DTGYJqYVkMI&t=0s&list=PLw8Yh4xGhJjlfimsbRy4w5q1jcCxRoTyc&index=27


4. Summarize the statement by the Director of the Department of Emergency 

Communications. Is she signaling clearly that the Department in fact has large and important 

needs that should be addressed as soon as possible?  

 

5. In your opinion, is she being assertive enough in reporting the needs of the Department? 

Explain your opinion. 

 

6. How does the mayor respond to her statement? Do you get the sense (or not) that he 

understands the situation and wants to try to address the needs of the Department in the 

following budget cycle, if possible? Explain your answer.  

 

7. Is it primarily the responsibility of the department administrators to focus on the priorities 

and needs of the department or the sources of revenues of the entire government? 

 

 [  ] needs and priorities of the department 

 

 [  ] sources of revenues of the entire government 

 

8. Is it primarily the responsibility of department administrators to focus on competition for 

money  WITHIN the programs of the department or the competition for money AMONG 

different departments of the government? 

 

 [  ] to focus on competition for money within the department 

 

[  ] to focus on competition for money between/among different departments of the 

government 

 

9. What is the primary responsibility of the members of the members of the Council when 

they receive the mayor’s proposed budget for the coming year? 

 

 [  ] to focus on competition for money within the department 

 

[  ] to focus on competition for money between/among different departments of the 

government 

 

10. Would this budget hearing (Emergency Communications Department) have gone as 

smoothly if the Director of the Department of Emergency Communications had pressed for very 

substantial improvements in physical facilities and large increases in staff in the coming year? 

Should she have been more assertive and attempted to “demand” more money, even in the face 

of the mayor’s opening statement? Are we beyond the day when her gender may shape public 

perceptions of how she should participate in this process? What do thou think her two colleagues 

are thinking as she speaks? (Please clearly address each part of this question.)  


